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Introduction
Christopher Isherwood wrote a letter to Gore Vidal on December 19, 
1947 when Vidal was trying to publish e City and the Pillar. We do not 
know how Vidal responded to this letter, but it might have been depressing 
to read the following words just before the publication.
. . . ere are laws which could be changed. ere are public prej-
udices which could be removed. Anything an author writes on these 
subjects is bound, therefore, to have certain propaganda value, wheth-
er he likes it or not. I am sure that you, personally, would wish to see 
the homosexuality laws repealed or at any rate revised? Very well, now 
the question arises: how will your novel aect public opinion on this 
matter?
is brings me to your tragic ending: Jim?s murder of Bob. Dra-
matically and psychologically, I nd it entirely plausible. It could have 
happened, and it gives the story a climax. (I wasn?t absolutely con-
vinced that Jim cared for Bob that much?but let that pass.) What I 
do question is the moral the reader will draw. is is what homosexu-
ality brings you to, he will say: tragedy, defeat and death. Maybe we?re 
too hard on these people?maybe we shouldn?t lock them up in pris-
on; but oughtn?t they to be out away in clinics? Such misery is a men-
ace to society . . . Now, as a matter of fact, it is quite true that many 
homosexuals are unhappy; and not merely because of the social pres-
sures under which they live. It is quite true that they are oen unfaith-
ful, unstable, unreliable. ey are vain and predatory, and they chatter. 
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But there is another side to the picture, which you (and Proust) don?t 
show. Homosexual relationships can be and frequently are happy. 
Many men live together for years and make homes and share their 
lives and their work, just as heterosexuals do. is truth is peculiarly 
disturbing and shocking even to ?liberal? people, because it cuts 
across the romantic, tragic notion of a homosexual?s fate. Certainly, 
under the present social setup, a homosexual relationship is more dif-
cult to maintain than a heterosexual one (by the same token, a free-
love relationship is more dicult to maintain than a marriage), but 
doesn?t that merely make it more of a challenge and therefore, in a 
sense, more humanly worthwhile? e success of such a relationship 
is revolutionary in the best sense of the word. And, because it demon-
strates the power of human aection over fear and prejudice and ta-
boo, it is usually benecial to society as a whole?as all demonstra-
tions of faith and courage must be: they raise our collective morale. 
(Qtd. in Parker 500)
Christopher Isherwood dedicated A Single Man to Gore Vidal when the 
book was published in 1964. In his article ??Flourish?but Not Forever.? On 
the Late Gore Vidal?s Longtime Kinship with Christopher Isherwood,? 
James J. Berg reports Isherwood and Vidal had some exchanges about the 
book before the publication of the novel and Vidal gave advice to some 
scenes. e dedication might be a token of Isherwood?s gratitude for the 
advice, but it could be a challenge to Vidal. Vidal drastically changed his 
e City and the Pillar and published the revised edition in 1965.1 We 
might reasonably guess the dedication had encouraged Vidal to make the 
revision.  If not, we can at least consider the intertextual relationship be-
tween the two texts.
e City and the Pillar was originally published in 1948. When Vidal 
published the revised edition, he explained his original intention in the af-
terword.  It seemed that he thought his intention was not conveyed proper-
ly to the readers. e 1948 book was severely criticized by many reviewers.2 
He explained in the aerword that
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By the time I came to write e City and the Pillar I was bored with 
playing it safe. I wanted to take risks, to try something no American 
had done before. I decided to examine the homosexual underworld 
(which I knew rather less well than I pretended), and in the process 
show the ?naturalness? of homosexual relations, as well as making the 
point that there is of course no such thing as a homosexual. (?An Af-
terword? 157)
He wanted to ?shatter the stereotype? that ?homosexuality was a form of 
mental disease? by ?taking as my protagonist a completely ordinary boy of 
the middle class and through his eyes observing the various strata of the 
underworld? (?An Aerword? 158). en the protagonist Jim Willard ex-
plores various homosexual worlds dreaming to nd a true love and nally 
tries to return to Bob Ford with whom he once had an intimate relation in 
high school days. According to his words in the aerword, he ?recently . . . 
reread  e City and the Pillar for the rst time since it was published? and 
found that the book he had written was not what he intended to write 
(159). Why did he try to ?reread? it ?recently?? Did not A Single Man stim-
ulate him to the rereading? e intertextual relationship between the two 
texts of e City and the Pillar and A Single Man might not be one-way; it 
might be mutual and interactive.
Anaïs Nin with whom Vidal was a good friend criticized the 1948 edi-
tion of e City and the Pillar. Her words are a key to consider and analyze 
the intertextuality. e phrase ?a revelation of your unconscious? should be 
paid attention to.
Jim, in your story, kills Bob because Bob has not romanticized the 
sexual relationship they once had, has looked upon it atly as a mere 
sexual incident of no importance. at angers Jim: he has idealized 
the rst sexual encounter and for Bob it is nothing. So he kills him. 
Jim kills the legend in himself, but actually there was no legend, just 
Jim?s need of idealizing reality. Now I read your novel as a revelation 
of your unconscious. (Nin 174)
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In January 1965, a year aer the publication of A Single Man, Isher-
wood gave a lecture at UCLA. e title was ?Writing as a Way of Life? 
(Parker 637). In the lecture, he quoted the following words from Carl Gus-
tav Jung?s Memories, Dreams, Reections: ?My life is the story of an act of 
self-realization by the unconscious. Everything contained within the un-
conscious seeks outward manifestation, and the personality also desires to 
evolve out of its unconscious conditioning factors and experience itself as a 
whole? (qtd. in Parker 637). Isherwood should have tried to be conscious 
of ?the unconscious? in contrast with Vidal in whose 1948 novel ?a revela-
tion of your unconscious? was detected.
A Single Man had received a ?sour reception? in the United States 
(Parker 635). However, in critical works aer the 1970s, it has been rather 
highly evaluated among Isherwood?s novels. For example, Carolyn G. Heil-
brun in her booklet Christopher Isherwood published in 1970 denes the 
novel as ?that master piece of a comic novel? (42) and insists that ?Isher-
wood?s touch? that deals with point of view ?never slips? (43); Alan Wilde 
writes that ?George, the most sympathetic of his protagonists, is also the 
most successful product of his double vision? (137) in his 1971 critical bi-
ography. Francis King even regards A Single Man as ?his nest novel? in his 
1976 booklet on Isherwood (19). Claude J. Summers, ?a pioneering gay 
critic? (Bristow 145) also thinks A Single Man to be ?the master piece of 
Isherwood?s maturity? in his 1980 Christopher Isherwood (107). 
Isherwood himself wrote that ?I now feel that, according to my rules, 
A Single Man is a masterpiece; that is to say, it achieves exactly what I want-
ed it to achieve? (Parker 635–36). His achievement might have some con-
nection with the treatment of ?the unconscious.? is paper discusses Ish-
erwood?s treatment of the unconscious in A Single Man and how the novel 
achieved the level of ?a masterpiece? for the author.
A literary critic Joseph Bristow summarizes the views of Summers 
and Katherine Bucknell, the editor of Isherwood?s diaries, and writes that 
they ?suggest that in this novel Isherwood found his metier?as a skillful 
writer who at last discovered a liberating means of coming out in his c-
tion as a gay man depicting sexual injustice? (145–46). Bristow thinks ?it is 
rather misleading to claim?as Summers does?that ?Isherwood?s work 
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anticipates the gay-liberation perspective that would ower in the aer-
math of the 1969 Stonewall riots?? (146); ?is perspective can distort how 
we understand Isherwood?s historical signicance as a writer? (146). e 
stance of this paper is rather close to that of Summers and Bucknell. By fo-
cusing on the intertextual relationships among A Single Man, e City and 
the Pillar and James Baldwin?s Giovanni?s Room and the change from e 
Englishwoman, the rst dra of A Single Man, to A Single Man, this paper 
will consider what A Single Man represents and what stance the author 
takes on the novel.
A Single Man is told by the third-person narrator who sometimes sees 
George quite objectively and other times seems to identify with him. e 
story starts with a morning of the protagonist in 1962 and ends with his 
sleep late at night on the same day. It is a story of a day that symbolically 
shows the protagonist?s whole life. When he wakes up, his consciousness 
gradually starts working and comes to form a character George, which re-
minds him he is alone in the house, having lost Jim, George?s male partner. 
In the bathroom, he remembers being tormented by the children of his 
neighbors and is disturbed by a phone call from a female friend Charlotte. 
en he dresses for class.
He, daydreaming, drives on a freeway to the college. At college, he 
sees students and some colleagues and has a class on novels. e topic of 
the day is Aldous Huxley?s Aer Many a Summer Dies the Swan. When he 
leaves the campus, he drops by a hospital to visit Doris, who had seduced 
Jim and is now dying of disease. On his way home, he stops at the gym to 
enjoy ?physical democracy? (109). He goes to a supermarket to buy foods 
for his solitary meal, but suddenly changes his mind. He calls at the house 
of Charlotte, who also comes from England and is now living alone, to 
have dinner with her. 
Aer drinking rather heavily with her, he walks down to a nearby bar 
where he met Jim in 1946. He surprisedly nds Kenny, a male student of 
his class. Kenny challenges George to swim in the ocean together and they 
do. In the ?baptism of the surf ? (162), George nearly drowns. Kenny helps 
him and they come home to George?s place. Aer earnest conversation, 
George passes out from an excess of alcohol. He wakes up in bed to nd 
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Kenny leaving a letter. He masturbates, makes a plan to go to Mexico for 
Christmas, and falls into a heavy sleep. It might imply his death, but the 
part is narrated with a philosophical meditation by the narrator that is 
quite apart from George.
A Single Man was derived and developed from the two early dras: 
e Englishwoman in 1962 and e Englishman in 1963. By looking into 
the process of evolving from the earliest dra to the published novel, the 
interactive intertextuality can surface. is is a hypothesis to start our dis-
cussion.
I
e opening scene of A Single Man gives a useful clue to consider the 
?unconscious.?
Waking up begins with saying am and now. at which has awo-
ken then lies for a while staring up at the ceiling and down into itself 
until it has recognized I, and therefrom deduced I am, I am now. Here 
comes next, and is at least negatively reassuring; because here, this 
morning, is where it has expected to nd itself: what?s called at home.
But now isn?t simply now. Now is also a cold reminder: one 
whole day later than yesterday, one year later than last year. Every now 
is labeled with its date, rendering all past nows obsolete, until?later 
or sooner?perhaps?no, not perhaps?quite certainly: it will come. 
(9)
e passage describes the process of becoming conscious of oneself. It 
might be called the process of identication. e consciousness of ?I? does 
not exist a priori; it is deduced by perceptions. We can also say ?identity? 
does not exist a priori; it is formed by recognizing oneself in one?s relation-
ship with other people and the environment. e ?I? goes to the mirror, 
?washes, shaves, brushes its hair? in order that the ?I? ?accepts its responsi-
bilities to the others? (11); ?these others must be able to identify it? (11). 
en it identies itself as what ?is called George? (11). e rst part of A 
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Single Man is a visual explanation of the making of what is called one?s 
identity. We might call it a ?persona.?
Here the signicance of the words ?all past nows? emerges. In the mir-
ror, George sees ?many faces within its face?the face of the child, the boy, 
the young man, the not-so-young man? (10). e faces ?all present still, 
preserved like fossils on superimposed layers? (10). Each stage of the ?past 
nows? makes each ?face.? In order to understand what we have discussed, 
we should quote the following passage from Isherwood?s Down ere on a 
Visit, a novel published in 1962, the preceding work of A Single Man:
We have in common the label of our name, and a continuity of con-
sciousness; there has been no break in the sequence of daily state-
ments that I am I. But what I am has refashioned itself throughout the 
days and years, until now almost all that remains constant is the mere 
awareness of being conscious. And that awareness belongs to every-
body; it isn?t a particular person. (14)3
e last part of the passage will be discussed later, so here we consider the 
rst part. A person may say that ?I am I,? but the ?I? is not the same; it 
?refashion[s] itself throughout the days and years.? A literary critic David 
Bergman argues that ?the individual, for Isherwood, is not a solid but in-
stead a dynamic and complex amalgam of not entirely coherent or harmo-
nized elements batched rather accidentally together. Yet on the other hand, 
this very individuality which he honors in all its specicity is an illusion of 
the moment? (209). Alan Wilde also claims that A Single Man ?insists upon 
the illusion of separateness and the factitiousness of identity? (128). Isher-
wood clearly argues against the idea that there is the identity of a person. 
en ?a host of subsidiary characters?the chaueur gure, the talk-
ing head, the actor-teacher, and others? (Wilde 133) that appear in A Single 
Man should be mentioned. As George drives on a freeway to college, ?the 
reexes are taking over? (35). While ?an impassive anonymous chaueur-
gure? drives the car for him, George ?has gone deep down inside himself ? 
(36) and has daydreams, in which he ?thinks? about the ways to do damage 
to and abuse ?a local newspaper editor? who ?started a campaign against 
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sex deviates? and ?a senator? who made a speech that ?we should attack 
Cuba? (36–37). 
When he arrives at the campus, Russ Dreyer, one of ?his regulars? in 
his class and an excellent student who might become ?dean of an English 
department in the Middle West? (51–52) in the future comes to talk with 
George. ey start discussing ?what Dr. Leavis said about Sir Charles 
Snow? (52). While ?George?s talking head? plays back ?all of George?s fa-
vorite theories? to Russ (54), George?s eyes are directed to ?two young men 
playing singles? (52). ?eir beauty? captures his attention. He thinks the 
game is ?cruel,? but he perceives something ?sensual? in ?its cruelty? (53). 
e ?chaueur-gure? that safely takes George to the campus is placed in 
contraposition to ?George? who is violent in his daydreaming; similarly, the 
?talking head? who talks like a pedagogue is counterposed to ?George? who 
has sensual daydreaming.
Before entering the class, George thinks ?he is all actor now? (44). 
However, he feels embarrassed when he realizes the ?talking head? auto-
matically responds to his student ?in broad daylight, during campus hours? 
(54), for such gures used to appear only when ?he is bored and tired and 
drunk.? He now fears: ?Can it be that talking head and the chaueur are in 
league? Are they maybe planning a merger?? (54). In his class, he starts lec-
turing pedagogically on Aldous Huxley?s Aer Many a Summer Dies the 
Swan. He gradually gets excited when the topic comes to ?minorities? and 
hating, and he cannot stop himself. He nally nds no one listening be-
cause the time has already been up. Aer the class, he has a chat with col-
leagues. When a female professor who has recently married a colleague 
provokes him, he in spite of himself makes a big speech on the dierence in 
reality between the Europeans and the Americans (90–92).
During the days when George lived with Jim, they used to be on good 
terms with their neighbors. However, aer Jim died, George turns to ?a 
mean old storybook monster? to the neighboring children (21). He nds 
himself ?playing, with increasing violence? the role (21), which ?releases a 
part of his nature which he hated to let Jim see? (21). at part might have 
existed in inside George. It is only that he has hidden it while he lives with 
Jim.
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e Jungian theories might help understand the condition of George. 
In contrast to the conscious self, which Jung would call ?the ego,? that is to 
say ?the center of the consciousness? (Stevens chap. 3), the unconscious self 
can be called, according to Jung, ?shadow.? It is the ?socially undesirable as-
pects of the maturing personality,? that are ?usually relegated to the per-
sonal unconscious, where they coalesce to form another complex, or part 
personality? (Stevens chap. 3). e ?shadow? can be placed in contraposi-
tion with the ?persona?: ?e persona begins to form early in childhood 
out of a need to conform to the wishes and expectations of parents, peers, 
and teachers? (Stevens chap. 3). e ?shadow? has ?something alien or hos-
tile? and ?gives rise to powerful feelings of distrust, anger, or fear? (Stevens 
chap. 3). ?e shadow comes to possess qualities opposite to those of the 
persona, the shadow compensating, as it were, for the supercial preten-
sions of the persona? (Stevens chap. 3). In the case of George, the ?chauf-
feur-gure? and the ?talking head? are ?personas? and he has ?another 
complex? in his mind, which forms ?shadow? and tries to ?compensat[e]. . . 
for the supercial pretensions of the persona[s].? While Jim was alive, 
George could hide the complex, but he now has no one who can be a medi-
ator between his ?persona? and ?shadow.? He must reconcile the ?persona? 
with the ?shadow? by himself.
An Jungian analyst Anthony Stevens names the two important 
sources of the complex ?shadow?: ?(1) cultural indoctrination and (2) fa-
milial repression? (Stevens chap. 3). e rst source is closely connected 
with the historical backdrop that tried to repress homosexuality; the sec-
ond can be related to Isherwood?s personal reasons. In the next section, 
?the cultural indoctrination? will be discussed in the context of the post-
World War II era. Isherwood?s personal reasons will be considered later in 
the forth section.
As mentioned earlier, Isherwood himself quoted Jung in his lecture. 
erefore, it is not surprising to nd how Isherwood was inuenced by 
Jung, but the following passage that Stevens quotes strongly reminds us of 
the opening passage of A Single Man. It tries to dene the relationship be-
tween consciousness and the ego:
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?For indeed our consciousness does not create itself ? it wells up from 
unknown depths. In childhood it awakens gradually, and all through 
life it wakes each morning out of the depths of sleep from an uncon-
scious condition. It is like a child that is born daily out of the primor-
dial womb of the unconscious? (CW XI, para. 935). (Qtd. in Stevens 
chap. 3)
II
A Single Man consists of thirty nine sections: the shortest one is only a 
half page and the longest about thirteen pages. e fact of George?s having 
lived together with Jim is mentioned at the end of the second section. e 
word ?Queer? that one of his neighbors calls him is introduced quite early. 
In that sense, the narrator of A Single Man has no intention to conceal or 
disguise George?s homosexuality. Rather, the environmental change for ho-
mosexuals is emphasized. e change is called ?the Great Change.? It began 
in ?the late forties, when the World War II vets came swarming out of the 
East with their just-married wives, in search of new and better breeding 
grounds in the sunny Southland? (18). In the context, a code word ?bohe-
mian? is used, which indicates that the wives use the word. ere lived 
?bohemian[s]? but ?the Great Change? came. e wives who have come to 
?the sunny Southland? insist that ?breeding and bohemianism do not mix? 
(19). Its implication is rather obvious. A critic Hiromi Ochi writes that the 
containment in the Cold War era is based on the nuclear family. e em-
phasis of the nuclear family leads to conning gender and sexuality to the 
sexuality that reproduces the nuclear family (85). It is clearly shown in the 
following tautological observation about college students that comes to 
George?s mind:
What do they think they?re up to, here? Well, there is the ocial an-
swer: preparing themselves for life which means a job and security in 
which to raise children to prepare themselves for life which means a 
job and security in which. (47)
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A historian Jerey Weeks writes that ?in modern hostility towards ho-
mosexuality . . . the reference point has not been ?religion? or ?sin?, but 
?family,? and in particular, the roles that men and women are expected to 
act out in the family? (5). Aer World War II, the nuclear family became a 
social norm and ?Gay? and ?family? were gradually forced to be ?mutually 
exclusive categories? (Weston 22). In the historical backdrop, Isherwood 
daringly presented George as a homosexual.
e discussion on ?minorities? in his class is oen mentioned by crit-
ics. When George starts asking questions about Huxley?s novel, a student 
asks whether Huxley is antisemitic (69). It triggers George?s argument and 
he starts lecturing on ?minorities.? He does not say anything about his own 
sexuality but the implication is evident to readers that the type of minority 
to which he belongs is the homosexual.
While the ?chaueur gure? drives the car, George has a daydream of 
killing the newspaper editor who starts ?a campaign against sex deviates? 
(36). He even thinks such people as the editor are ?responsible for Jim?s 
death? (40). However, he also realizes that Jim is only ?an excuse for hating 
three quarters of the population in America? (40). en he asks himself: 
?does George really hate all these people? Aren?t they themselves merely an 
excuse for hating? What is George?s hate, then?? (40). He might have al-
ready started to reconcile his ?ego? with his ?shadows.?
George tries to elicit his students? responses to Huxley?s novel. He 
gives a question to them: ?what is it all about?? (66). He thinks the minori-
ties ?have cultivated the about approach until it has become second nature? 
and ?dream of writing an about book of their own one day, on Faulkner, 
James or Conrad, proving denitely that all previous about books on that 
subject are about nothing? (66).  Isherwood might challenge readers to 
think what A Single Man is about.
George says that ?a minority is only thought of as a minority when it 
constitutes some kind of a threat to the majority, real or imaginary. And no 
threat is ever quite imaginary? (70). He goes on to say that ?minorities are 
people?people, not angels? (71). en he attacks ?the liberal? who insists 
that ?Because the persecuting majority is vile, . . . therefore the persecuted 
minority must be stainlessly pure? (72). ?Uncle George? has imagined that 
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he should be ?the persecuted minority? and revenge himself on ?the perse-
cuting majority,? but he now has a dierent stance towards them than be-
fore. He cannot notice no students listen to him when he harangues. Prob-
ably this speech is directed to himself to make a balance between his ego 
and the shadow.
Aer the class, he drops by a hospital to see Doris who is dying of dis-
ease. She used to be ?Woman,? ?Bitch-Mother Nature? who slept with Jim. 
In George?s mind, she seems to say as follws: ?e Church and the Law and 
the State exist to support me. I claim my biological rights. I demand Jim? 
(96). is description is connected to the historical backdrop that was 
mentioned earlier. It also reminds us of the words of ?Christopher? in an 
autobiography Christopher and His Kind (1976), in which Isherwood re-
veals what he did or could not write overtly in his novels in the 1930s. 
?Christopher? thinks that ?Girls are what the state and the church and the 
law and the press and the medical profession endorse, and command me to 
desire. My mother endorses them, too. She is silently brutishly willing me 
to get married and breed grandchildren for her? (12). e problem of Ish-
erwood?s relationship with his mother will be discussed later, so here we 
pay attention to the ?cultural indoctrination? toward heteronormativity 
that Isherwood felt in his life and used in this novel. Such heteronormative 
discourse has caused his hate. He, however, knows that Doris is no longer 
the ?Bitch-Mother Nature? and ?the last of his hate? has vanished (102). Si-
multaneously, he knows that his hate for Jim also has vanished: ?And one 
more bit of Jim is lost to him forever? (102). He is sloughing the old perso-
na.
Aer he leaves Doris and temporarily enjoys ?physical democracy? in 
a gym, George visits Charlotte, a fellow countrywoman who came from 
England to the States to follow her G.I. husband. His relationship with her 
is still more complex. Her husband le her and her son lives away from her, 
so she is now living alone. She is ?a survivor? like George. She is an old 
friend who knows both George and Jim well. She is the person from whom 
George sought help when he received news of Jim?s death.
An uncle of Jim?s gave a call to George to inform him of Jim?s funeral. 
George was invited to attend it, but refused the funeral invitation. en he 
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rushed to Charlotte?s place, ?crying blubbering howling on her shoulder, in 
her lap, all over her? (126). Aer that, he thought he betrayed Jim: ?I be-
trayed our life together; I made you into a sob story for a skirt.? However, 
he changes his mind and thinks now as follows:
Oh yes indeed, he is glad that he ran to her that night. at night, in 
purest ignorance, she taught him a lesson he will never forget?name-
ly, that you can?t betray (that idiotic expression!) a Jim, or a life with a 
Jim, even if you try to. (127)
e passage indicates that George now knows he is a homosexual and his 
life with another man is a life for him. However, it also implies that he 
might have somehow denied his homosexnality and his life with another 
man before he lost Jim. Leaving Charlotte?s house, George says to himself, 
?You are drunk. . . . Well, now, listen: we are going to walk down those 
steps very slowly . . .? (146). is ?we? might imply a kind of integration of 
various aspects or ?faces? of George.
Isherwood wrote in his April 4, 1951 diary: ?What I am really trying 
to run away from is myself ? (qtd. in Izzo 193). He wrote on the dust jacket 
blurb of Down ere on a Visit published in 1962 that ?e words Down 
ere refer to a nether world within the individual; a place of loneliness, 
alienation and hatred. Here are people shut up inside private hells of their 
own making, self-dedicated with a lifelong feud with e Others? (qtd. in 
Izzo 209). In A Single Man, George seems to tackle his unconscious. Fran-
cis King, one of the earliest critics who wrote a book on Isherwood, writes 
that ?the narrator (George) is describing, not the hell of others, but the hell 
in which he himself is living? (19). Joseph Bristow concludes his challeng-
ing article on Isherwood that George is ?a single man: a representative in-
dividual le with his own personal hell? (161). As these critics point out, 
Isherwood forces his protagonist George to look at the ?hell? of his uncon-
scious and brings him back to the world where he lives as a single man. His 
day starts with awakening of the ?ego.? Becoming aware of the absence of 
his long-time partner Jim activates dissociation between the ego and the 
shadow in his unconscious.
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III
As mentioned in the Introduction, Joseph Bristow criticizes Summers 
and Bucknell?s view that A Single Man shows Isherwood?s maturity as a gay 
writer. Briatow argues that the view might ?distort how we understand Ish-
erwood?s historical signicance as a writer? (146) and ?his ?Queer? sixties 
depends not so much on political prophecy as obsessive memory? (147). 
As a voluminous biography by Peter Parker shows, Isherwood was indeed 
obsessed by his memory, especially by the relationship with his mother.4 
He, therefore, writes that ?My mother . . . is silently brutishly willing me to 
get married and breed grandchildren for her? in his 1976 autobiography 
Christopher and His Kind. However, we can nd his eorts to distance him 
from the text, removing his obsessive past from the published version of A 
Single Man.
e most recent and exciting reading of A Single Man is that of Jaime 
Harker?s in his Middlebrow Queer: Christopher Isherwood in America pub-
lished in 2013. Harker points out Isherwood?s role as ?a link to a hidden 
history of gay men and a rebellious rebuke to the pre-Stonewall closet? (ix). 
He maintains that ?Isherwood?s ?queer? is not our ?queer?? (xiii) even 
though Isherwood preferred the word ?queer? to ?gay,? and he concludes 
that ?Isherwood?s A Single Man longs for a queer life made esh even as it 
models the powerful role of gay fantasy. is makes the novel a key mo-
ment in an evolving queer sixties ethos? (132).
Harker pays attention to campy wit in ?Uncle George? fantasies and 
argues that ?whatever gay identity George embodies, it is not an ?out and 
proud? post-gay liberation ethos but a secret-agent code? (126). George in 
his ?dialogue? with  Kenny challenges him to choose between ?irtation? 
and ?fucking? (Isherwood, SM 176). About the scene, Harker writes ?Isher-
wood, as the writer, also opts for irtation instead of fucking, having 
George pass out instead of consummating the classic pulp sex scene? (131). 
Harker?s argument that uses ?the pulp tradition? as evidence is exciting. He 
also mentions some novels by gay novelists in the ies and sixties but he 
does not fully discuss the intertextuality with other gay novelists. He in-
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stead argues the intertextual relation between George and James Bond. Nor 
does he states clearly his reading of the ending of A Single Man.
e interpretation of the ending is quite crucial. It is strongly connect-
ed with what the novel represents. e ending might suggest George?s 
death. e narrator observes George?s body and the narrator?s nal words 
are as follows:
For a few minutes, maybe, life lingers in the tissues of some out-
lying regions of the body. en, one by one, the lights go out and there 
is total blackness. And if some part of the nonentity we called George 
has indeed been absent at this moment of terminal shock, away out 
there on the deep waters, then it will return to nd itself homeless. For 
it can associate no longer with what lies here, unsnoring, on the bed. 
is is now cousin to the garbage in the container on the back porch. 
Both will have to be carted away and disposed of, before too long. 
(186)
Many critics discuss the problem of death. For example, Bucknell 
writes that ?A Single Man reects Isherwood?s fear of being abandoned by 
Bachardy and his fear of aging and death? (26). Summers argues that ?In 
death, George?s spirit will merge with the universal consciousness? (117). 
David Bergman?s reading is rather dierent. He also pays attention to the 
historical backdrop of the sixties, but he points out the contrast between A 
Single Man and the ?reigning images of the homosexuals in sixties: the 
denizen of the demimonde and the beautiful ephebe? (206). He reads the 
ending as follows:
Isherwood?s playfulness with the conventions of the ?serious? gay 
novel are evident in the conclusion. e ?serious realistic? gay novel of 
the sixties was required to end in degradation and death. . . . How 
then to eect the death that is required of the serious gay novel of the 
sixties? Isherwood?s answer is to ask, ?Just let us suppose, howev-
er . . . .? In this hypothetical mood the novel ends, ironically giving 
the homophobic reader the required ?tragic? ending while undercut-
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ting it with the hypothetical language. Isherwood comically throws 
into the conventional readers? faces their need to see the gay character 
die in the end. For even if we suppose that George does die, his death 
is not the wages of sin, a penalty paid for being gay. Instead it is a qui-
et, gentle, painless death?the ?good death? we believe granted only to 
the virtuous, and the biological death that all mortals must eventually 
suer. In this remarkable ending, Isherwood plays dely with the re-
quirements of the gay novel, simultaneously recognizing and rejecting 
them. (207) 
Many critics points out the ?double? quality in the narrator,5 and Bergman 
gives us a persuasive reading on the ?double? quality because we know the 
ending is dierent in the rst dra of the novel. is will be fully discussed 
later.
America in the late 1950s and early 1960s was oriented towards the 
compulsory heterosexuality that is based on the gender and sexuality for a 
nuclear family. Isherwood reacted to or rebelled against the trend, with his, 
as Harker argues, ?campy? and ?coded? wit and irony. Just aer his visits to 
Doris, George drives down a LA street and he thinks the ironic contrast 
between ?the big unwieldy Christmas decorations? and the Cold War situa-
tion in which people buy foodstus for an ?air-raid-shelter? (103). en he 
contrasts ?that marvelous minority, e Living? and ?e Majority, which 
Doris is about to join? and says to himself, ?I am alive!? (104).  He then vis-
its a gym and enjoys ?physical democracy.? e juxaposition of the words 
?minority? and ?physical democracy? strongly suggests homosexual conno-
tation. We can agree the irony is based on Isherwood?s campy wit.
A Single Man does not tell the story between George and Kenny aer 
the night. e novel ends with George?s deep and suggestively eternal 
sleep, so the sequel of George and Kenny?s relation is of course not told. 
Kenny writes in his note that he le for George: ?at was great, this eve-
ning. Let?s do it again, shall we? Or don?t you believe in repeating things?? 
(178).  
Here we should introduce the ending of e Englishwoman, the rst 
dra of A Single Man. Aer the scene of bathing in the sea, e English-
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woman has only one paragraph:
A gap here. I don?t know how we get home. I have an impression 
that Colin carried me at least part of the way on his back; but this is 
exactly the sort of thing I might invent, as being ?in keeping? with the 
mood of the occasion. Drunkenness tends to be remembered as 
blocks of situations, not as weeps of movement; a photograph album, 
not a movie lm. Here we were, back in the living room. Eating some-
thing too?sardine and tomato sandwiches?Colin must have xed 
them. (56)
Of course, we can think Isherwood only le the ending unnished. How-
ever, this ending might suggest Colin?later Isherwood changes the char-
acter?s name to Kenny?continues to stay in George?s place. To discuss this 
point, more information about e Englishwoman is necessary.
IV
Isherwood started to write e Englishwoman on April 22, 1962. e 
dra starts with the explanation how to get to college where the ?I,? the 
rst-person narrator works. It consists of two parts and the name of 
?Christopher? is given to the ?I? in the second part.
e focus of the rst part is the narrator?s encounter with Colin, a stu-
dent who takes his class. While he drives to the campus, he thinks of the 
students and the areas from which they come just like George does in A 
Single Man. He drops in at the oce to check papers, and then he remem-
bers how he met a student Colin Wildestein and his girlfriend Lois. Colin 
tells the narrator that his mother has read the narrator?s books. He also 
tells a story of Lois, a Japanese-American, that she had to spend her early 
years in the internment camp with her family. en the narrator changes 
the topic and narrates about the place where he lives and his ordinary way 
of life?here, the description of becoming conscious of oneself in the open-
ing scene of A Single Man is used. en he sees Colin walking near his 
house. Colin lives in his vicinity. Next day, the narrator goes to his class 
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and sees Colin again. He is told that Colin?s mother, who is also British like 
him, wants to meet him.
In the second section, the narrator visits Colin?s place. Mrs. Wildstein 
welcomes him. She seems to him ?a survivor? and ?quite considerably 
drunk? (33). ey introduce themselves as Christopher and Charlotte. 
Christopher has lived for twenty-three years in the States (Isherwood came 
to the States in 1939, so the narrator and the author are identical in this re-
gard). Charlotte tells how she came to California. She came to the States af-
ter World War II with her American husband, and then moved to Califor-
nia on a covered wagon. Aer some talk, he returns home and nds Colin 
waiting for him. While his doing some job, Colin helps sorting some mate-
rials for him. Christopher falls asleep during his job. When waking up, Co-
lin is still doing the job. en they start drinking and talk about their fu-
ture. Getting drunk, they decide to go to the beach. Aer having the ?rites 
of purication? (55), Christopher nearly drowns. Colin helps him and 
takes him back home with him.
As mentioned in the above synopsis, the narrator Christopher is quite 
identical with the author himself. It is true that George in A Single Man 
also reminds us of Isherwood, but as one of Isherwood?s former students 
states, the two are quite dierent: ?I was tempting to project pieces of 
George in A Single Man onto Isherwood, but none of them t precisely? 
(Luckenbill 33). Isherwood had had a good relation with Don Bachardy 
during the time of his conceiving the novel; he had had many gay friends. 
On the other hand, George lost his boyfriend; no male friends of George?s 
are introduced. A Single Man does not use Isherwood?s biographical infor-
mation directly. In contrast, in e Englishwoman, the characters and their 
relationships reminds us of Isherwood himself.
In e Englishwoman Charlotte?s British accent shows she is ?the 
South Kensington lady? (32). She is now a widow. e narrator Christo-
pher was born at a house in Derbyshire. He hates his home and leaves it: ?I 
was always leaving, going o some place, even since I was about twenty 
ve. I was in Germany, and in Greece, . . .? (38). Isherwood?s mother Kath-
leen was born in Bury St Edmunds, Suolk, but as a young lady moved 
with her family to ?a at in a tall handsome brick building on Gloucester 
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Road, South Kensington? (Isherwood, Kathleen and Frank 13). Kathleen 
lost her husband in war and lived as a widow. Isherwood?s family owned 
Maple Hall, ?a large estate on the Cheshire-Derbyshire border? (Parker 6). 
Isherwood le England for Germany when he was twenty ve years old.
At least on the surface, the characteristics of the characters show Ish-
erwood uses his own biographical details in e Englishwoman. In addi-
tion, the relationship between Colin and Charlotte implies that between 
Isherwood and Kathleen. Colin is strongly inuenced by his father?s image 
of which his mother keeps reminding herself just like Isherwood himself 
was. Colin wants a life apart from his mother as Isherwood did. Kathleen 
clung to the past that the Isherwood?s ancestral estate Marple Hall repre-
sented.6 On the other hand, ?Marple Hall was to play a vital role in Isher-
wood?s life, not only as somewhere he spent much of his childhood, but 
also as the symbol of everything about England he wanted to escape? 
(Parker 6). Colin?s mother wants to know if he has already had a sexual re-
lation with his girlfriend Lois (26), which can remind us of Kathleen who 
wanted Isherwood to ?get married and breed grandchildren for her.? 
Colin has a girlfriend named Lois. She has a dark past that her family 
was taken to an internment camp just aer Pearl Harbor. Isherwood had a 
boyfriend Heinz Neddermeyer when he was living in Berlin. Aer he re-
turned to England, he tried to bring him to England in vain.  Heinz was ar-
rested by Gestapo ocers and aer a trial ?he was found guilty and sen-
tenced to six months in prison? (Parker 303). Lois and Heinz have similar 
experiences in their youth. Colin and Isherwood are overlapped in their re-
lationships with lovers. Isherwood?s mother Kathleen is projected onto 
Charlotte; Isherwood himself is split into two characters, Colin and Chris-
topher.
Isherwood?s mother Kathleen died in 1960, two years before he start-
ed writing e Englishwoman. His direct use of his own biographical infor-
mation suggests that he started writing a novel in order to liberate himself 
from the haunting memory of his mother. In that sense, e Englishwoman 
may reveal the unconscious of Isherwood himself. In the rst section, we 
have mentioned two important sources of Jungian ?shadow?: ?(1) cultural 
indoctrination and (2) familial repression.? e ?familial repression? can be 
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found in e Englishwoman, A Single Man in embryo.
Christopher in e Englishwoman says, ?I go into Hollywood to some 
friends for supper? (26). e text does not tell whether the ?friends? are gay 
or not, but it at least tells the protagonist?s association with male friends. 
We should remember here that A Single Man does not tell George?s associ-
ation with male friends. Summers writes that ?George?s singleness is par-
ticularly underscored by his alienation from a homosexual community? 
(114). George is not Isherwood while the ?Christopher? could be Isher-
wood himself. e process of rewriting, namely, the making of A Single 
Man shows that Isherwood made an eort to distance himself from the 
protagonist who might have shown his ?familial repression? that was about 
to sprout from his unconscious. e intertextuality is involved in this dis-
tancing him from himself.
Colin is changed into Kenny in the making, but the girlfriend Lois has 
been le unchanged in characterization. It suggests that Isherwood might 
not discourage readers to read Heintz in Lois while he wanted to blot out 
the shadow of his mother and his relationship with her. It also implies a fu-
ture possibility of George?s having relation and becoming lovers with Keny 
or another young boy. It would strongly suggest the relationship between 
Isherwood and Bachardy, an eighteen year old boy when they started their 
association. It also implies that George nd a new persona, the new ?I? that 
?refashioned itself.?
V
In his long letter in 1947 Isherwood gave advice to Vidal who is trying 
to publish e City and the Pillar. He cautioned that the homosexual rela-
tionships Vidal described in the novel suggest to readers that only ?tragedy, 
defeat and death? await homosexuals. ?Tragedy, defeat and death? are no 
monopoly of homosexuals. Similarly, happiness is no monopoly of hetero-
sexuals. Isherwood was anxious that e City and the Pillar might convey 
the wrong message to its readers. Even Vidal himself wrote that the book 
he wrote was not the one he had intended to write. Anaïs Nin captured 
precisely Isherwood?s concern in her critical remark: ?Now I read your 
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novel as a revelation of your unconscious.? We can reasonably suppose that 
Isherwood who criticizes Vidal tries to avoid criticism. As we have dis-
cussed, A Single Man has a theme of ?the unconscious,? but ?the uncon-
scious? belongs to the protagonist George, not to the author. However, the 
text of e Englishwoman might reveal the unconscious of Isherwood him-
self. e text of A Single Man tries to be conscious of the unconscious of 
the hero/narrator by distancing the author from the text itself. Here we as-
sume that James Baldwin?s texts played some role in the process.
Isherwood oen talked and wrote loquaciously about the authors by 
whom he was inuenced. However, there is at least one exception. Jaime 
Harker points out that Isherwood himself and Peter Parker who wrote a 
quite voluminous biography on Isherwood miss ?how Isherwood echoes D. 
H. Lawrence? (4). If there is an exception, there might be another.
Both in Lost Years: A Memoir 1945–1951 and Diaries Volume One: 
1939–1960, there is no mention of Baldwin. e Sixties: Diaries 1960–1969 
that covers the period that he was conceiving and writing A Single Man 
only mentions Baldwin twice: one is a brief mention of Don Bachardy?s 
comment on Baldwin?s Another Country in November 6, 1963 and the oth-
er is found in a rather mocking remark: ?A heckling letter from [a man], 
who was in the audience at One Institute when I spoke. He more or less 
takes the ?re next time? Jimmy Baldwin tone of voice? (354). Parker?s biog-
raphy that was written with abundant materials of Isherwood?s various 
manuscripts keeps silent about Baldwin. However, there are other sources 
that show Isherwood might have been conscious of Baldwin and his nov-
els.
In April and May 1963, Isherwood gave lectures at the University of 
California at Berkeley. According to a biographer Jonathan Fryer, Isher-
wood changed the date of one of the lectures ?because James Baldwin was 
billed for the same time, and both Christopher and the students wanted to 
go and hear him? (268). Michael S. Harper, a poet and a professor of Eng-
lish, contributed a kind of memorandum to e Isherwood Century pub-
lished in 2001. e title of the article is ?Reading from Isherwood?s Letter 
circa 1959–1963.? It contains the following line: ?how James Baldwin wrote 
Giovanni?s Room, on Bessie Smith records / ?artists are here to disturb the 
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peace? he said? (63). Actually, the text of A Single Man itself has a big hint 
that suggests the inuence of Baldwin?s texts.
When George realizes the ?talking head? talks to a student about the 
Leaves-White controversy and comes to consciousness, he asks whether 
the student has read another controversial article: ?Oh, by the way, did you 
ever get to read that piece on Mailer, about a month ago?in Esquire, 
wasn?t it? It?s one of the best things I?ve seen in a long time. . . .? (55). e 
time of the story of A Single Man is 1962. We cannot nd an article on 
Mailer in Esquire in 1962, but there is one in 1961. It was ?e Black Boy 
Looks at the White Boy? written by James Baldwin and published in Es-
quire, Volume 55 No. 5. e following information should be mentioned 
here. Neither in the text of e Englishwoman, the rst dra of A Single 
Man nor in the one of e Englishman, the second dra, the episode of 
George?s making reference to ?that piece on Mailer? cannot be found. Ish-
erwood inserted it in the text when he wrote the nal dra.
In the article?we can now read it in his Nobody Knows My Name?
Baldwin starts describing his rst meeting with Norman Mailer. It was in-
tended to respond to Mailer?s criticism of Baldwin in e Advertisements 
for Myself (1959)7 and criticize Mailer in some respects: his unconscious 
preconception that comes from his white origin, his problematic attitude as 
a friend, his absurd ambition to be a politician, and so on. e following 
two quotations are the examples that are strongly related to the messages of 
A Single Man.
All roles are dangerous. e world tends to trap and immobilise you 
in the role you play; and it is not always easy?in fact, it is always ex-
tremely hard?to maintain a kind of watchful, mocking distance be-
tween oneself as one appears to be and oneself as one actually is. 
(Baldwin, ?e Black Boy? 173)
Why malign the sorely menaced sexuality of Negroes in order to justi-
fy the white man?s own sexual panic? (Baldwin, ?e Black Boy? 181)
In the rst quotation, if we use ?persona? in place of ?role,? the passage tells 
the danger into which George might fall. e second appropriately points 
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out a fear of George?s neighbor who would call him ?queer,? for George 
thinks ?Mr. Strunk himself, to judge from a photograph of him taken in 
football uniform at college, used to be what many would call a living-doll? 
(27).
Baldwin?s Giovanni?s Room is a novel that presents the protagonist 
and narrator David as a man who cannot accept his homosexuality and as 
a result causes the death of Giovanni, his boyfriend and the most impor-
tant person for him. e novel starts with a scene at night when David is 
preparing to leave the house in which he has tried to establish a heterosex-
ual relation with his girlfriend in vain and to which a letter informing him 
of Giovanni?s execution comes. It ends with a scene in the morning that 
follows the opening scene. During the time between the night and the 
morning, David?s personal history is told: when he was a boy in New York, 
he had an intimate relationship with another boy, but eventuary refused to 
continue it; aer he came to Paris, he and Giovanni lived as lovers in 
Giovanni?s room but le him for his girlfriend Hella. David is a character 
who always escapes from comitting himself to another person and who as a 
result becomes unhappy together with his lover. Namely, David narrates 
the making of the ?David.?
Aer David leaves the house, he tears the letter that informs him of 
Giovanni?s execution into pieces, ?watching them dance in the wind, 
watching the wind carry them away,? but ?the wind blows some of them 
back on me? (169), which strongly suggests he does not change. Even if he 
lives on, he must bear a burden of guilt.8 Near the end of Giovanni?s Room, 
the word ?mirror? is repeated and underscored, becoming a symbol of Da-
vid?s situation: ?it [David?s body] is trapped in my mirror as it is trapped in 
time? (168). In the early part of his recollection David tells that ?I think 
now that if I had had any intimation that the self I was going to nd would 
turn out to be only the same self from which I had spent so much time in 
ight, I would have stayed at home? (21). David is trapped in the ?self ??
we might use the Jungian ?ego? here?that he has dened by himself. at 
is why the rst-person narrator works well in Giovanni?s Room. e use of 
the rst person underscores the narrator?s ?trapped? condition and his fate. 
On the other hand, George in A Single Man whose story is told by the 
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third-person narrator is always ?refashioning? himself. In a concluding 
sentence of his study of A Single Man, Bergman argues that Isherwood em-
phasizes the ?sense of constant refashioning?the destabilizing of a sense 
of self even as it is being created? (210). It might be quite dicult to show 
such a person with the rst-person narrator. e intertextuality between 
the two novels may explain the change from the rst-person narrator in 
e Englishwoman to the third-person narrator in A Single Man.9
We might easily nd similarities between the two novels. Both novels 
narrate a drama in a day that occurs inside the protagonist?s mind. Both of 
them have a homosexual male as the protagonist who stays away from his 
native land and lives in another country and the death of his lover as a 
driving impetus of the plot about the unconscious. e male couples in 
both novels have a small place for their nest. A Single Man describes the 
place as follows: ?ink of two people, living together day aer day, year af-
ter year, in this small place? (12); in Giovanni?s Room ?It [that room] be-
came, in a way, every room I had ever been in and every room I nd myself 
in hereaer will remind me of Giovanni?s room. I did not really stay there 
very long . . . But it still seems to me that I spent a lifetime there? (85). 
Both include conversations about the dierence between Europe and 
America: In Giovanni?s Room the dierence in a sense of time is discussed 
by David and Giovanni (34–38); in A Single Man George refutes a female 
colleague about symbolism of room (89–92) that signies the dierence. 
Both novels are quite conscious of the protagonist?s unconscious. e big 
dierence between them lies in the tone of the ending; whether the text 
implies the homosexual protagonist?s ?tragedy, defeat and death? are inevi-
table or not.
Unlike A Single Man and Giovanni?s Room, e City and the Pillar 
does not represent love between males, as Isherwood writes that the pro-
tagonist Jim Willard does not ?care for? Bob: ?I wasn?t absolutely convinced 
that Jim cared for Bob that much.? We might add that the dierence be-
tween the rst two novels and the last lies in the way the texts deals with 
the unconscious. Baldwin also criticized e City and the Pillar in his essay 
?Preservation of Innocence? published in a minor journal Zero in 1949. 
e ?violent resolution? of Jim?s murdering ?his rst and only perfect love? 
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is ?compelled by a panic which is close to madness? (599). Vidal might 
have unconsciously understood such a defect in his novel.10 Vidal writes in 
?An Aerword? to the revised edition that he ?intended Jim Willard to 
demonstrate the romantic fallacy? (159). He thought that his intention was 
not clear in the rst edition. at is why he had to drastically revise the text 
and add the aerword. Jim in the rst edition does not love Bob; he only 
sticks to his ?romantic? memory and Vidal might not be clearly aware of its 
?fallacy.? e attitude of David who refuses to accept his love for Giovanni 
might be called internalized homophobia. He unconsciously tries to con-
form to cultural expectations of heteronormative and heterosexist dis-
course. Baldwin consciously represents the destructive power of internal-
ized homophobia by intentionally making David such a character. 
However, Vidal might have been unconscious of the danger of such cultur-
al expectations when he wrote the rst version in 1948, resulting in a simi-
lar attitude of internalized homophobia.
Isherwood tried to distance him from the text. He changes the rst-
person narrator ?Christopher? into the third-person that sometimes stands 
by and identies itself to George but at other times puts itself quite apart 
from him. He stops using a mother-son relationship between Colin and 
Charlotte that can connote that of Isherwood and Kathleen. He changes 
Charlotte into a female character who does not have noticeable traits of 
Kathleen. Colin becomes Kenny who has no relationship with Charlotte. 
Isherwood tried to distance himself from the text by removing elements 
that might reveal his unconscious.
Peter Parker tells us of an episode that Isherwood might have wanted 
to forget if possible when he explains George who attacks his homophobic 
neighbor in his heart:
Isherwood had never forgotten his failure to act as the queens at the 
Stonewall Inn did when he and Jim Charlton had been caught up in a 
raid on the Variety bar on the Pacic Coast Highway in 1949 and told 
the police they were not homosexual. Over twenty years later, Isher-
wood still felt ?bitterly ashamed? about his behavior that night. (663)
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Isherwood might have felt ?bitterly ashamed? of himself who behaved as if 
he felt ashamed of his homosexuality. According to Tim Teeman who 
wrote Vidal?s biography in 2013, Isherwood says about his criticism on Vi-
dal?s e City and the Pillar that ?he is ?really lecturing [himself]? because 
he too has ?subscribed to the Tragic Homosexual myth in the past and [he 
is] ashamed of it?? (Chap. 10). He also might have had internalized ho-
mophobia, which can explain Isherwood?s strong words against his mother 
who had expected him to conform to the cultural expectations. As we have 
already quoted in Section II, in Christopher and His Kind, an autobiogra-
phy that was written in 1976, sixteen years aer his mother?s death, he -
nally could articulate his anger against his mother that he had had to keep 
to himself. 
e Englishwoman has some traits that can reveal Isherwood?s uncon-
scious; he might have committed the same error he pointed out in e City 
and the Pillar if he did not distantiate himself from the text. To analyze the 
making of A Single Man claries what the analysis of the novel supposes.
Conclusion
is paper has analyzed A Single Man and the making of the novel in 
order to clarify how the intertextuality brings forth the text. First, we dis-
cussed Isherwood?s A Single Man and argued how the unconscious and ho-
mosexuality are represented, using Jungian key words of ?the ego,? ?perso-
na,? ?shadow.? A Single Man is a novel that represents the heteronormative 
environment in the sixties and a homosexual middle-aged man who faces 
the conict between his ?ego? and the ?shadow? and tries to live his life in 
the milieu. However, Isherwood might not have conceived the novel as 
such at the early stage of draing the novel.
e rst dra of the novel, e Englishwoman, was a work that might 
have strongly revealed the author himself. It might have a possibility to 
make a similar mistake that he criticizes Vidal for. It might uncover his un-
conscious as Anaïs Nin points out in her criticism of Vidal?s e City and 
the Pillar. James Baldwin?s argument on race and sexuality and Giovanni?s 
Room might have inuenced the making of A Single Man. On the hypothe-
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sis, this paper compares and analyzes the two novels. I think we can trace 
the process of Isherwood?s becoming conscious of the unconscious and 
avoiding the danger of revealing internalized homophobia, which Vidal 
might have unconsciously represented in his novel and Baldwin conscious-
ly used as the main theme of his novel.
As Summers and Bucknell consider, A Single Man indicates Isher-
wood?s ?maturity? as a writer. e making of the novel proves the point. A 
Single Man is a novel that shows that the author tries to separate his voice 
away from the text and that the author?s stance toward his text plays a cru-
cial role.
Notes
?1 I once analyzed the revision: See Hongo, ?Futatsu no Toshi to Hashira.?
?2 For example, Vidal explains in his Palimpsest: A Memoir that ?e New Yorker dismissed 
the original story as more suitable for a ?police blotter? than a novel? (189). As for other 
criticisms, See Hongo, ?Futatsu no Toshi to Hashira? 128–29.
?3 David Bergman informs us of the fact that a gay novelist Edmund White quotes the pas-
sage for his foreword to e Faber Book of Gay Short Fiction. He explains about the pas-
sage as follows: ?As a Vedantist, Isherwood has gone much further than any of the writ-
ers in the Violet Quill in emphasizing adherence to ?the mere awareness of being 
conscious,? yet this sense of constant refashioning?the destabilizing of a sense of self 
even as it is being created?is something that the Violet Quill develops as an important 
part of its aesthetic? (210).
?4 For example, Parker writes that ?Isherwood?s relationship with the past was complicated. 
He respected?or feared?it enough to give the word a capital initial, more oen than 
not, when he wrote it down, a tribute he also accorded his mother. For Isherwood ?the 
Past? and ?my Mother? were almost the same thing. is was partly because his mother 
had a characteristically English reverence for anything that happened in earlier times, in 
particular before the First World War? (3).
?5 For example, Alan Wilde writes that ?e foundation for the novel?s double vision is to 
be found, of course, in Isherwood?s religious beliefs? (127) and ?George, the most sympa-
thetic of his protagonists, is also the most successful product of his double vision? (137); 
Summers argues that ?the distance between narrator and protagonist helps establish the 
book?s double vision? (109); Bristow states that ?Both the eye and the I, therefore, look at 
Berlin from a complex dual perspective : distanced and passive, on the one hand, while 
intimate and active, on the other. / is doubled consciousness ? whereby the narrator 
remains detached from his world yet central to its every activity ? provides an ingenious 
device for concealing and revealing Christopher?s and (by extension) Isherwood?s sexual 
inclinations? (148).
?6 Parker informs us of ?Kathleen Isherwood?s almost mystical reverence for Marple Hall? 
? ?60
(5).
?7 Matthew Clair reports the controversy between Mailer and Baldwin. In the middle of the 
article, he quotes Mailer?s words about Baldwin in e Advertisements for Myself: ?James 
Baldwin is too charming a writer to be major [ . . . ] even the best of his paragraphs are 
sprayed with perfume. Baldwin seems incapable of saying ?F?you? to the reader [ . . . ] 
one itches at times to take a hammer to his detachment, smash the perfumed dome of his 
ego, and reduce him to what must be one of the most tortured and magical nerves of our 
time.?
?8 I once argued that David has no other way to save his humanity than by committing sui-
cide. See Hongo, ?Kagami no Rougoku? 133–38. 
?9 Harker perceptively points out in his argument on Isherwood?s rst plan of e World in 
the Evening (1954) that ?Isherwood, in other words, envisioned a novel much like James 
Baldwin?s Giovanni?s Room, but without the tragic ending? (41).
10 A historian Jonathan Ned Katz tells us an episode that he surprisedly got a telephone call 
from Vidal with whom he had never spoken on December 22, 1993. Vidal said that 
Katz?s ?section on Baldwin and his criticism of homosexual panic is good but he thinks 
[Katz] over did Baldwin and under did him.? He also said that Baldwin is ?wrong [in his 
essay ?Preservation of Innocence? . . . ] about the end of e City and the Pillar. e mur-
der is not because of homosexual panic, but it?s the normal end of romantic obsession? 
(?Gore Vidal/Jonathan Ned Katz Correspondence,? ?Vidal to Katz, telephone call from 
Bangkok, December 22, 1999?). Tim Teeman tells us another version of this topic: ?e 
original ?murder? ending led novelist James Baldwin, later famous for Giovanni?s Room 
and Another Country, to accuse Vidal of ?homosexual panic,? Vidal later said, adding in-
dignantly, ?If ever was a book of homosexual panic it was Giovanni?s Room . . . (Chap. 
10).
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